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The variety of groupoids defined by the identitites (yx )x = xy and ((xy )(yx))(xy } = y has th.:: 
properties that every groupoid in the variety is a q*lasiproup and that the free groupoid generated 
by two elements is of order f 1. The two generating identities imply others with a wide variety of 
xombinatorial implications. 
1. Istroducticm 
For some time combinatorialists have been interested in varieties of groupoids 
with the property :hat the free groupoid on two generators is of finite order n 
((2, fi) groupoidsj. liigebraically this is a solved problem - such varieties exist only 
for tt = p ‘, p prime, and the free groupsids have the following description. Let b 
be the near field with pk elements and let h be a generating element of F. of the 
groupoid operation ic denoted by * then x *y = x + h(y - x)_ Here, it is assumed 
that the near field satisfies the right distributive law (y - x )z = yz - XZ. 
With respect to the identities satisfied by a (2, n) groupoid the following 
elementary remarks ark pertinent. First, for such a variety, the idempotent law is 
satisfied. Secondly, such a variety is based on finitely many two variable identities. 
The argument for this is as follows. The free groupoid on two generators is easily 
shown to have a sharplv doubly transitive automorphism group. Staring with two 
elements a and b each kf the remaining elements can be expressed as a word in c1 
and b. The multiplicaa:ion table gives na equations in a and b. Since the 
automorphism group is doubly transitive a and 6 may be replaced by variables x 
and y yielding a set of n2 identities. Once we know that such a variety is finite@ 
based and satisfies the idempotent law it is eas_ 5 to see that it is 2-based, However, 
one of the identiti+s usually invotves a large number of variables and identities in 
three OF mm variahtes rarely have combinatorial significance. An unsolved 
problem is whether every such variety can be 2-based on identities involving tvm 
v&&&s (it is not difficult tu show that the variety cannot bC based on a single 
2-variable identity). 
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The inttid impetus for studying (2, n) quasigrorvps came from the following 
problem in b]&&signs. A (u, k, A, r, b) block design is a system considing of a set 
S of v elements and a collection 23 of h k -subsets of S called blocks such that every 
e)elrient js in r blocks and every two elements are in exactly A blocks. The Case 
A = 1 is directly r!elevant. Suppose we have 5: variety of (2, k ) groupaids and au 
algebra Q in the F xiety of order u, For any two elements of 8 there is a unique 
(2, k. ) groupoid lzenerated by these elements. The elements of this groupoid fern a 
block of a (v, k, 1, r, b) design. Ir follows that the spectrum of a (2, k) variety is 
Co-eKtensive with the set of v elements for which a (v, k, 1. r, b) exists. 
The interplay between designs and groupoids takes on various forms some of 
which are now described. Whenever we have a set of finite groupoids in a variety 
WC can use the u:~~al processes of forming new groupoids [direct products,, 
sub-algebras and homomorphic images) in the variety and from these get new 
designs. But WC can also do the reverse. In fact, it is usually easier to construct finite 
graupoids in a var2cty using con~binatorial constructions than it is by trying to locate 
homomorphic images and sub-algebras. We mention two such ideas. The first is the 
notion of a singular direct prodlict introduce<1 by Sade in [lo] and refined and 
extended by Lindner in a series of papers, a selection of which are [2,3,4). Lindner 
has shown that for appropriate identitI:s one can construct new quasigroups from 
given ones such that the identities are preserved in the constructed quasigroups. 
Another method of construction is based on the idep of a pair-wise balanced design 
which is defined as follows. A pairwise blalanced design with parameters 
v. b, kr* kt. . . . , k,, A consists of a set Q of .p elements, a collection B of h subsets of 
0 called blocks such that the number of elements in a i&~k is k,, or k2,. . . , or k, 
and such that every pair of elements is in exactiy A blocks. Now suppose we have a 
variety of idempotent quasigroups defined by a ca&ction of two varis?le identities 
and suppose these are quasigroups or orders k ), k2, #. . ) k, in the varif ty. Suppose 
there is a pairwise balanced block design on ;;5 set Q with v elements a td block sizes 
k I9 k:, . . . , k, with A = 1. Then there is a quasigroup of order v in the variety. The 
c:rvns?ruction is trivial. On each block we define a quasigmup in the variely and since 
t*ver;i two elements of 0 will be in exactly one block, multiplica;ion in 0 is 
ur.;quely defined. 
WC next focus attention on combinatorial properties of some special groupoid 
identities. WC distinguish a number of cases. 
Cuse 1. The identity (yx)x = xy. This identity implies that the multiplication 
table of a quasigroup which satisfies it is orthogonal 60 its tranF:pose. This is one of 
the large cla:s of identities studied by Evans in [I] which guarantees that the 
multiplication table is orthogonal to its transpose. Evans describes how all identities 
which guarantee that a Satin square is orthcgonal to one or more of its six 
conjugates may be obtainitd. The variety described in this paper has thf: property 
that the distinct conjugattps of a muftiplication table are pair-wise orthogonal, 
RUY 2. The identity Vtk (x. y ) = x. This has been defined by Mendelaohn in [e] 
as fc)IIQWS: wr, = x, W, = y and recursively W. X, y ) = Wr -&, y ) W,- &, y ). These 
have a number of cr~mbina:oriai applications some of which are given in L.indner 
and Mendelsohn [5], in a private commumcatii~n, Mendclsohn has mentioned his 
discovery of a ne’w kind of combinatorial design namely a Perfect Cycjjc Design. 
These are defined as fo!lows. A cyclic design with parameters tl, k, A consists of a set 
0 ~3” u elements and a collection of c_vciically ordered blocks of length k such that 
every ordered pair of elements of Q appear cnnsccutivcly in tlxactly A blocks. NO~C 
if a black is (cJ:,~~...., u4 ) we consider cz 1 to flr>Jlow tiI, in the cyclic c,rder. *I’(, I 
introduce the notion of “perfection” in a cyclic design, consider a pair of clcments 
6 ‘1, t, in a block. WC say Q,. R, ,, arc t apart in the block. We then say that a cyclic 
dtsign on a set Q with parameters c, k, A is perfect if for every pair of elements 
a, h E 0 and for ejlery f z= 1.2,. . . , k ‘-_ 1 there arc exactly A bfocks in which (4 and 
b are I apart. It is easily seen that if a (2, n) proupoid satisfies an identity 
Wk (x, y ) = x and if for f = 1.2.. . . , k - I W, (x, y ) and x uniquely determine y 
then there is a perfect cyclic design with parameters v = n. k and A = 1. The 
grt>upoid studied in this paper satisfies the requrrcd conditions with k = IO. 
CUP 3. The identity x (y (yx)) = y(x (xy )). This identity is one which is satisfied 
by the additive laop of a ternary rin z asstlciated with a projective plane of 
characteristic 3. It has been studied by Mendclsclhn and Padmanabhan to nbin 
properties of such pinn~s (private communication, results not yet published). it is of 
interest that Our gri+upoid satisfies this identity. 
Cuse 4. The identity I,, (x, y ) = y. WI: define I, (x. y) by (x - - a (x(x (xv))) * - - ) 
where there are II x ‘s. In [7] Mendcisohn and Padrnanabhan use this identity in a 
study of i,7mmutativ‘-t Moufang locrp:; Our grc>upoid satisfies L(x, y ) - y. 
2. The main theorem 
Lemma. A groupnid safisfyiny the idmtities (yx )x = xy and ((xy )(yx ))(xy ) .= y is 
left and right cancellatiue, idempottw, ad satisfies x (yx ) = (:xy )x. 
Proof. We first show the groupoid is right and left cancellative. Suppose xt = yt. 
then (xt )t = (yt )t and EX = fy, (0~ )(xt))(rx ) = ((fy Qytj)(ry j and x = y. 
Now suppose xy = xr, then (yx)x = (tx)~ and by right canceilatiarn y = 1. 
Next we show x (yx) = fxy )x. We have (yx )x = xy dnd [(yx )x )x = (xy jx-. Hence: 
x (yx ) = (xy )x. Using (yx )x = xy and right canccflati+~)n, it fdlfows that the groupoid 
is idempotent. 
Prmf. kt x and Y be twc symbols. We claim that thz free V-groupoid generated 
by x and y is given by the multiplication t’able (Table 1). 
Table I 
Replackg Y by (xy )(yx) and x by xy in (2) gives 
(Y (YX MY f?J )) = (XY )(YX I* (3) 
Now replacing x by (xy)(yx) and y by xy in (2) gives 
Y (Y (YX 1) = Jv (4) 
Using (4) we get 
XY = Y (Ii (YX 1) 
= I((Y (YX NY )Y bY (lb 
Hence 
x = (Y (YX NY by right cancellation. 
x = (YW)Y. 
Using (5) we get 
x = ((Y (YX ))lY 
(51 
= YNYQY) by lemma, 
xiv(v))= (Y(XYNY bY (lb 
= Y(YX) by [I). 
Her,ce 
x(Y(xO= Y(YX); 
Using (3) we get 
(XY )(YG = (Y (YTMY (XY )) 
= 0 (Y @Y D)fv @Y 11 by (619 
Hence 
= (YIrY)N by (1). 
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Ushg (7) we get 
OY W ux = ((Y (XY 8x )x 
= X(Y(XY)) bY (lh 
Hence 
= Y(YX) bY v9* 
@Y )(YX 1)x = Y (YX )* 
Using (8) we get 
Y (YX) = WY )(YX )b 
= WY MY~ MYX 1 (XY ))(Yx )) by 697 
= ((by )(YX MYX MXY HYX )J by lemma, 
Hence 
= ((YX bY MXY )(YX )> by (1). 
((YX )(XY MXY )(YX 1) = y (YX )* (9) 
Replacing y by yx and x by xy in (91 ;.nd using (9), (1) and (2) gives 
(Y (YX ))WY 1) = x (YX h WV 
Using (7) and replacing x by xy gives 
(Y ((xv )Y )I (xv ) = WY )Y ? (Y iv I)* 
(Y (YX MXY J = (YX KY NY 3 bY (0 
Now 
(Y (YX DbY I= (Y (YX MY (Y (YX )N bY w 
= UY (YXNY NY (YX 1) by lemma* 
= X(Y (YXN by PI- 
Hence 
(Y (YX WY ) = x (Y (YX 1) 
and 
(YXNY(xY)) = xWO* 
Let 
~~Y)MYP= MJ 
w 
(12) 
(13j 
Now 
(V’bi(xY )x) = (f(xy)x)(xy))(:y) by (1), 
= X(Y (YX)) by (ll). 
(xv WY )x ) = x (Y fvx b 
Now 
(Yx)(Y(xY~~=Y(x(~Y)) bY w 
and 
(YX)(Y (XY N = X(Y (YdP by W)* 
Hence 
x (Y (YX ,I) = Y (x (XY )h (IS) 
Using identities (1) to (15) she table can readily be completed. The two 
cancellation properties together with the multiplication table show that 
I Ix* 3 w yx, x by ), x (yx ), y by h y (yx h by ) W IA W )(v ), x (y (yx ))I I < 11 for any 
two elements x and y in a groupoid in 7, implies x = y. Hence the gtaupoid has at 
least 11 elements. Indeed the groupoid can have no more than 11 elements which 
can be seen as follows. Any element of length fotlr or less is equivalent to an 
element in the table. Assuming that any element of length k or less is equivalent to 
an eIement in the table we observe that any element of length k + 1 is equivalent to 
an element in the table since it is the product of elements of length k or less. Hence 
the froze V-groupoid on two generators defined by (1) and (2) is of order 11. 
Corollary 1. Evary groupoid in V is a quasigroup. 
CordJary 2. The identities W&, y ) = X, L(x, y ) = 
hid ,;n the variety. 
Corollary .3. The iatin square corresJ>onding to the multiplication table of Q finite 
mmber of the variety is orthogonal to its transpose and its remaining conjugates. 
Proot. This follows from the identity (yx)x = my, see Evans [l]. 
Remark. An example of a variety of groupoids defined by (YX)X = xy and 
((XY ,(YX MXY) = Y is the variety of groupoids generated by (A, *) where A = 
{0.1,2 ‘“., 10) and x *y = 3x - 2y (mod 11). Re numbers 0, I, 2, l 8 l , 10 can be 
as wciated with XV y9 (yx ) (xy 1, YX, x (XY 19 x 0% ). x f Y ofx )I, Y @Y )* Y (YX 1% XY9 w l(YX 1 
respectively. With thi:s identification the free gaasigroup on the two generators 
produces a perfect IO-cyclic design on 11 elemerits. This irr turn leads to a set of 3 
pahisz orthogonal latin squares of order 11 whose corresponding orthogonal 
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array has an interesting automorphism pup. (See N.S. Mendelsohn [8], and E. 
Mendelsohn and N.S. Mctadekohn [‘?I.) 
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